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Presentation of the post-doctoral project, context and objective 
 
This Post-doc in a part of the HERR-MAN project (National French ANR PRC 2024-2028), which deals with 
the human-robot co-manipulation of deformable object.    
 
In this post-doc, by considering the aspects of object deformation, we first address the modelling of the whole 
Human-deformable Objet-Robot (HOR) system in physical interaction. Then, we treat the problem of 
measurement strategy and the parameters estimation of this system. To reach objectives of this post-doc, 
we have identified two tasks and we will complete them. While the first task (T1) is focusing on modeling of 
the whole system, the second one (T2) aims at identifying the parameters of the model we have constructed. 
 
T1 - Interaction and deformability modelling of HOR system. 
 
In this task, we focus on three points: robot modelling, deformable object modelling, and interaction 
modelling. Here, interaction should be understood as “interaction with a human operator”. Robot modelling 
has been deeply investigated in the last four decades. The common approach consists in using the modified 
Denavit-Hartenberg convention introduced in [01]. We will adopt this standard method suitable for rigid and 
flexible robots to get dynamic models. Regarding the deformable object modelling, different approaches exist. 
We can consider simple models that consider few flexibilities to more complex models such as finite element 
models (FEM) [02],[03], Cosserat rods [04], other exact elastodynamic formulations like Euler-Bernoulli 
beams [05], geometric models such as constant curvature models [06] or catenary equations [07], discrete 
models such as lumped- mass models [08], and surrogate models obtained by supervised or reinforcement 
learning [09]. They are arranged in order of decreasing transparency, but also decreasing computation cost. 
If those models are accurate, their identification is complex, if not unrealistic, because it requires many 
sensors that must be mounted and conditioned, see e.g., [10],[11] and [12]. Further, complexity can be limited 
by assuming quasi-static motion, by spatial domain reduction [13] or by temporal domain reduction [14]. In 
this task, we will find a compromise between model accuracy and the complexity of apparatus 
measurements, i.e., mounting and conditioning, by focusing on black-box models instead of white-box 
models and keeping a physical interpretation. Black-box models are reputed to be simpler and more 
parsimonious than white-box models. However, we must keep a physical interpretation of these models that 
is not always guaranteed [15],[16].  
 
Furthermore, since co-manipulation with a human operator is the targeted application, we can reasonably 
expect that the dynamics is not that fast and we could focus on quasi-linear models. Finally, the interaction 
is a field that is still under investigation because it depends on many factors such as human posture, human 
grasping and the task itself [17], [18] and [19]. In this task, different sensors such as force sensors and 
position sensors will be mounted to get static and dynamic models. Measurements through cameras should 
also be considered to get the human posture [24]. Then, we will consider the whole system as a closed-chain 
loop as done in robotics to get a dynamical model suitable for identification. 
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T2 - Identification of dynamic parameters. 
 
Identification of dynamic parameters consists in estimating the values of parameters involved in dynamic 
models and their confidence intervals. We can divide identification methods into two groups: offline and online 
identification. Offline identifications rely on “en bloc” methods that consider all the data collected. Online 
methods use recursive algorithms that consider one sample of each measurement when available [15],[25]. 
Offline methods have the advantage of being not constrained by real-time considerations. However, they do 
not allow the dynamic parameters to be time-varying. Online methods allow time-varying parameters, but 
they must meet real-time constraints [16], [21], [22] and [23]. Another interesting approach is running online 
methods offline, as suggested in [16]. Indeed, such a “mitigated” method allows the user to validate the 
dynamic developed and evaluate the excitation of parameters. In this task, since we target online 
identification, we adopt this “mitigated” approach that the community of robotics has rarely considered [23]. 

Robot identification is a topic that has been deeply investigated over the last four decades. The standard 
approach, called IDIM-LS, employs the inverse dynamic that is linear to the dynamic parameters and least- 
squares or instrumental-variable estimation [07], [09] and [22]. IDIM-LS can be, therefore, executed offline 
or online. For deformable objects, different strategies are possible depending on available measurements as 
with flexible robots. For instance, if the number of measurements is sufficient, then we can reasonably use 
linear regressions [25] and [21]. Interestingly, models based on continuum mechanics often assume isotropic 
elastic deformation behavior. In this context, we can obtain the parameters from offline tensile tests to 
estimate Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio. Online estimation of those parameters has also been proposed 
[26]. However, if less restrictive assumptions are used, bibliography strongly suggests the use of learned 
models for online estimation [27], [28]. Tailored models can also be proposed, which have their own 
parameter estimation procedure [29]. Finally, if non-linear methods are required, this raises the problem of 
initialization, multiple minima, and convergence rate [15], [16], [25]. 
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